New Student Center is Closed Down

Organizations to Move Back to Main Building

$300 Tuition Tag Placed On Impecunious Baruchians

Messy Baruch Eating Areas Converted to Clean Libraries

Mishap, Cleaningman Meet; Engagement Set That Night

BONNIE MISHAP and her lover forever, David Cleaningman, live it up Saturday evening at their gay engagement party.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The student must weigh the merit of his activities against the financial burden before accepting any payment. (Letter from an incoming freshman to the Dean of Admissions.)

THIS TERM HAS INEVER BEEN Duplicated

The Dean's Office has an extra-curricular matters, will correct cheating. Any student who has purchased a Ticker-Tree registration, will receive a refund.

Shame, Shame on You

The faculty and administration at the Baruch School. The faculty and administration at the Baruch School.

A review outline is finally on sale at the Schloch Shop in the Center of the Baruch School.

a special City College.

Taking appropriate action, the administration at the Baruch School has decided to bar membership in the Freshman Society. This is a decision probably not popular among Freshman Society members. However, the administration at the Baruch School feels that the Freshman Society has been involved in cheating, and the administration at the Baruch School is not willing to tolerate such behavior.
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Student Council Goes Wild, Thousands of Motions Fail

Student Council Student Council considered a record-breaking 2,300 motions, of which 2,299 were defeated. The most controversial motion was the proposal to increase the student activities fee, which was defeated by a vote of 2,299 to 1. The main reason for the defeat was the opposition of the Baruch School, which argued that the fee increase would be unfair to the students.

The Ticker Society
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A special City College.
CCNY Basketballmen Rank First in Statistical Survey

By Steve Wrappafish

After some statistical analysis and manipulation, figures have been revealed which show that City College's fabulous fighting "five" is the nation's number one basketball team.

When the average Beaver fan was asked to state his opinion of this assertion, he calmly replied with a shrug of his shoulders, "I don't care. I'm not an athletic supporter."

Local Boys Make Good?: Capacity crowds will watch the C.C.N.Y. fabulous "five" play if opponents can be found.

A few moments later the Tri-State League notified C.C.N.Y. that the Beavers would no longer be allowed to compete in the League, because the Beavers would romp over their feeble small college squads.

The remainder of City's small time opponents also dropped the Beavers from their schedules. They felt that a crushing defeat at the hands of the Lavender would cause a de-emphasis of basketball at their schools.

C.C.N.Y. was now left with a honor to play the Beavers. Lack what big time basketball had increased.

The Bradley Braves were next. They became City to place them on its 1961-62 slate. However, City declined, saying that in the old days the Brooklyn beat the Braves twice in national tournaments and another victory of the Lavender would cause a de-emphasis of basketball at their schools. fordham also called. Mr. Ram informed Mr. Beaver that their 1961-62 game would have to be cancelled because City was now out of the league.

The other metropolitan rivals followed suit, feeling that the Lavender would crush their hapless "five" if they were allowed to clash on the court.

Professor Ima Goober has announced the establishment of a new gym course, "Four '67." All students who have failed Gym 2 after passing Gym 3, but before taking Gym 4, are required to register. These students who have finished their gym requirements.

The Intramural Board has announced the institution of a new competitive sport, "Necking-in-class-without-letting-your teacher see you." All hot-lip students are urged to join.

The Health Education Department has announced the institution of a new competitive sport, "Necking-in-class-without-letting-your teacher see you." All hot-lip students are urged to join.

Any student caught smoking in the locker room will be fined.

The Baruch School's Annual Picnic will be held on the School's North Campus today at 12 in the alley between the main building and the Student Center. The price will be $1.25 a head and will include pickles, relish and mustard. Freedom from ants is guaranteed. Students attending must show vaccination marks as proof of resistance to Overeating.

The Boat Line has informed us that drinking, smoking, dancing, petting, necking and shouting will be absolutely prohibited at this year's boat ride.

Come and Enjoy Yourself!

Sport Shorts
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Pin-up '63

Babbling Brooks, Dave Popoff
and Siggy congratulates
David Cleaningman on his engagement to Bonnie Mishap

Baruch School Students!

High School Equivalency Diplomas are now available through a correspondence school for young illiterates. For information send $25 to Box 1234 New York, N. Y.

Last Chance to QUALIFY FOR ADMISSION INTO THE UPTOWN CENTER.

JFK and Douglas Dillon congratulate Sherry Kershner and Lou Jacobson on their engagement.